
Change Auditing and Reporting Solution
for MicroSoft  Exchange

Microsoft Exchange Server is by a distance, the most popular communication, collaboration and email messaging application today. MS Exchange serves as the hub of all email 

communications in most corporate environments that use the Microsoft Active Directory technology. It has become a necessity to have an Exchange reporting tool that will equip an 

Exchange administrator with precise, granular, comprehensive and actionable data on all aspects of the MS Exchange Server.



Get instant reports
on mailbox tra�c,

permissions, etc.

Audit critical changes
to mailbox permissions

or properties

Track mailbox logon
or non-owner

mailbox logon

Monitor all aspects
an Exchange email
infrastructure

Get alerts about
critical changes
or events

Track what users
keep in their
mailboxes

In essence, ExchangeReporter Plus is a tool that will

Help you understand your
Exchange infrastructure better

Provide stats that help
improve Exchange management

Secure the organization’s
email infrastructure

ExchangeReporter Plus is a ready-to-deploy
reporting and analysis solution

for your Exchange servers.
With this tool you can,



100+ Comprehensive Reports
Reports that throw light on every aspect of Exchange and the exclusive audit feature together make it the most �tting reporting solution

for your organization’s Exchange environment

Mailboxes Report
Obtain consolidated reports on 

mailboxes in your Exchange 

environment. Be it mailbox size, 

growth or permission changes 

associated with a mailbox, 

ExchangeReporter Plus brings you 

the essential insights on  them all.

Public Folder Reports
These reports bring you statistics 

relating to ‘Public Folders’ usage and 

availability. The general reports shed 

light on available Public Folders, 

Public Folder replicas, the mail 

enabled ones and details on Public 

Folder size.

Email Tra�c Reports
Email tra�c monitoring is the heart 

of Exchange reporting. These reports 

gather the statistics pertaining to 

email tra�c in your organization and 

consolidate them into actionable 

reports.

ActiveSync Reports
Use these reports to obtain 

ActiveSync policy details, device 

details and ActiveSync status 

information on every ActiveSync 

enabled mobile device in your 

organization. 

Storage Reports
The Exchange store handles copious 

amount of data relentlessly. It is 

crucial to keep tabs on the size & 

growth of Exchange information 

stores. The storage reports will keep 

you abreast of the same.

OWA Reports
Put these reports to use for gathering 

OWA data. Details of users logged on 

using OWA, their IP addresses, 

browsers used for the access and top 

servers used for logging on can be 

attained using these reports.

Distribution Lists Reports
ExchangeReporter Plus brings you 

vital information on distribution lists 

such as membership details, Inactive 

lists and arrays the top distribution 

lists by message & size. 

Organization Reports
This category of reports will 

fetch you all the essential  

statistics on the Exchange 

organization neatly grouped 

under three sections of reports - 

General, Store and Server 

reports



Audit Reports
Ever felt the need to keep a keen eye on changes occurring in your Exchange environment? Here is a feature that would let not even a minor change

made to your Exchange environment, escape your attention – Exchange Auditing! Four reports are o�ered under this category

Mailbox Logon
Closely monitor user logon patterns 

and bring to light any unusual logon 

behavior using the mailbox logon 

report. This report helps  in exposing 

any non-owner mailbox logon 

activity, enabling an administrator 

decide what actions to take.

Exchange Store Changes
Get reports on Exchnage stores 

mounted or dismounted during a 

speci�ed time period. You also have 

an option to view these reports  

simultaneously, using the ‘User 

action on Exchange Stores’ report.

Exchange audit reports are exceedingly customizable. 

Create your own view for any of the audit reports in a 

few simple steps. Another useful feature is the 

“Custom reports”. ExchnageReporter Plus allows you 

to create customized reports under category of your 

choice.

Mailbox Permission Changes
Probe into changes in mailbox 

permissions. Obtain complete list of 

access control entry values after and 

before the change in settings using 

the reports under this category. 

Mailbox Property Changes
Keep a vigilant eye on mailbox 

property changes such as quota 

changes, size restriction 

changes, activated mailboxes, 

deactivated ones and moved 

mailboxes  using this class of 

reports.

Con�gure alerts for events that require your 

immediate attention and get noti�ed on the same 

immediately upon  logging into the product. Rest 

assured, no arguable event will escape your attention 

with this feature! You also have an option to create 

customized alerts.

Customize Your Reports! Con�gure Alerts!



It was difficult to find out Exchange 
mailbox sizes and carry out capacity 

planning. ExchangeReporter Plus  
helped us, and we were able to 

decrease mailbox sizes and not add 
to disk. And this tool

was well within
our budget

Renee Davis
CIO, Life Management Center,

Florida.

As a system for an enterprise, I can 
say that ExchangeReporter Plus is a 

great and easy tool to track your 
Exchange environment, using a 

friendly web-based analysis UI. With 
this tool, it is easy to get mail traffic 
stats, mailbox sizes and properties.

Very useful.

Tzachi Elkabatz

We needed granular reporting on 
Exchange to get a better 

understanding of the environment 
itself, so that we could begin to 

change various projects for this core 
service use. Exchange Reporter Plus 

gave all this - without having to 
depend on powershell scripting.

Shannon Rubin
IBTS (Institute for Building

Technology and Safety)



demo.exchangereporterplus.com

www.exchangereporterplus.com

support@exchangereporterplus.com

sales@manageengine.com

Toll Free : 1-888-720-9500


